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N. K. Filter Fabrics is a renowned name in the field of textiles and filtration on which 

customers trust completely. Our excellence lies in producing Bonnet Filter Bag, Sparkler 

Filter Pads, Filter Cloth, Filter Bags Cages, etc. We feel proud to state that our 

manufacturer and supplier company has never disappointed its clients and always served 

them up to the mark of their expectations. Our groups headquarters are in Mumbai, and its 

manufacturing facilities are both in Mumbai and Silvassa. The back of expert 

professionals, advanced production house and reliable associates has resulted in the 

grand success of our company.

About Us

Our success curve has never encountered any downfall as every challenge we face is 

overthrown by our team in an exceptionally well manner. We feel blessed to have such a 

supportive team of professionals who work round the clock and help our company in 

meeting set targets. We also keep an eye on changing market changes so that we can cater 

to the demand of customers in the best possible manner

We started our company decades back in the year 1982 with the intent to serve buyers in 

the best possible manner. There are multiple reasons that enabled us to survive in the 

market and come a long way, some of those reasons are mentioned below:

Serving Since 1982

 Premium quality of products and their reasonable rates.

 Robust production house with modern machines.

 The dexterous team of professionals who work round the clock to meet organizational 

goals.

 Customer-centric working approach and fair set of policies.

The comfort of customers is important to us as this helps us in attaining their satisfaction 

and loyalty. Therefore, we ensure safe and doorstep delivery of our products including 

Sparkler Filter Pads, Bonnet Filter Bag, Filter Bags Cages, Filter Cloth, etc. In order to deliver 

products on time, we accomplish all our operations on time so that time of dispatch does 

not get delayed. We also take help from the reliable logistics associates who work 24x7 

enabling us to keep our promise of prompt delivery.

Doorstep Delivery



Our Products

Centrifuge Bag Flexible Bellow Centrifuge (Basket Type)

Sparkler Filter Pads Dust Collector Bonnet Filter Bag

Centrifuge Filter Bag Caccum Cleaner Filter Bag Industrial Filter Bags Cages



Filter Cloth PU Foam Star Filter Bag

Rollomatic Filters Pocket Filter Filter Press Sheets

Candle Filters Polishing Canvas Panel Type Air Filters
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Contact Us

232, 2nd Floor, Hiranandani Indl. 
Estate, Opp. Railway Station,bhiwandi 
- 400078, Maharashtra, India

kishore@nkfilter.com
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